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30th April to 2nd May 2016
Trip Leaders:
Richard Hanman and Simon Ginnaw

Trip Guests:
Jean Howland, Pam Goode, Sian Borley, Dorothy Taylor, Sue & Grahame Mills,
Trevor Hatton, Edward Towne, Peter Saville, Tom Clarke and Michael Maloney.
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Saturday 30th April 2016 – Marais de Guines & Romeleare wetlands
This trip was organised by Bargain Birding Club. Many of the 11 strong guest list were
repeat ‘Bargain Birders’, but we also had the pleasure of making new members Sue &
Grahame Mills, Dorothy Taylor and Sian Borley feel welcome and looked after. Sadly BBC
regulars Rob & Lorna Reid had to cancel last minute as Lorna was rushed to hospital for
an emergency eye operation. We wish her well and hope she makes a speedy recovery in
time for our trip to Norfolk. Trip guests were aged from 42 to 79 years, with the average
being 65 years young! Trip leaders were Richard Hanman and Simon Ginnaw.
Our trip began with an early 6am departure from our meeting point in Sittingbourne. We
boarded our hired 17-seater minibus and drove to ‘Le Shuttle’ terminal at Folkestone only
to find that “an incident in the tunnel” was causing a 2 hour delay! Our original plan was
to visit Marquenterre today but as the delay would have cut short our visit to this flagship
reserve we consulted with our guests and made the decision to change our schedule and
visit Guines and Romeleare instead, saving Marquenterre for a full day tomorrow. We
finally boarded a train at 9.50am (English time) and emerged in Calais at 11.30am
(French time). By 12noon we were at Guines and everyone was out of the bus birding!
The reserve at Marais de Guines consists of a 4km circular boardwalk route around the
Sentier des Tetardes (Tadpole Trail), taking in the freshwater pools and reedbeds created
by the reclamation of an old peat extraction site.
House Martin and Swallow were abundant in the car park, a Grasshopper Warbler could
be heard calling reeling in the distance, and Highland cattle grazed in the fields. Our
walk through the wet woodland carr produced Robin, Wren, Blackbird, Dunnock,
Chiffchaff, Chaffinch, Goldfinch, Collared Dove, Woodpigeon, Coot, Moorhen, Blue
Tit, Great Tit and Long-tailed Tit.
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On reaching the open water we added Cormorant, Black-headed Gull, Herring Gull,
Mallard, Tufted Duck and Lapwing to our trip list. Soaring high above us Common
Buzzard, Sparrowhawk and Marsh Harrier each gave tantalising courtship displays,
calling, circling and tumbling to demonstrate their acrobatic skills to potential mates.
Sparrowhawk

Marsh Harrier
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Singing from the reeds we heard Sedge, Reed and Cetti’s Warbler. On reaching a wooded
area we stopped to listen to a beautiful Nightingale. Although the bird remained hidden
from view it was a magic moment that provided a unique sound above the constant
repetitive call of Chiffchaff. Then in quick succession we heard Cuckoo and Turtle Dove
but alas both birds remained elusive. After a pleasant 2 hour stroll we arrived back at the
car park and boarded our minibus to Romeleare.

Notable plants at Marais de Guines included Cuckoo Flower, Yellow Flag Iris, Comfry,
Ragged Robin, Marsh Marigold, Gypsywort and Water Violets.
Ragged Robin
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By the time we reached Romeleare the sun was shining and although only 11oC it felt
quite warm once we were out of the wind. Ironically the brand new visitors centre was
closed (only open at weekends) so most of the group took full advantage of a toilet,
food and drink stop at the little bar opposite!
Once suitably fed, watered and refreshed, we headed down the long approach track to
the entrance of Romeleare Wetlands reserve which was also borne out of reclamation
work following centuries of peat extraction. We completed a 3 hour walk to the bird
hide and back, taking in reedbeds, water meadows and wooded areas.
We tracked down a calling Cuckoo but it didn’t hang around long, and then spotted a
Turtle Dove which gave everyone prolonged views as it perched in a tree before flying
off directly over our heads!

Turtle Dove
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Water Violets
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Great Crested Grebe
Great Crested Grebe gathered in the
middle of a pool and we were lucky enough
to watch one pair carry out their courtship
‘weed-dance’. Both birds dived under the
water, returned to the surface with a beak
full of weed, then mirrored each others
head bobbing movements with crests flared
out like cobras being charmed by a flute.
From the hide we observed Cormorant
chicks exercising their flight feathers in a
mixed colony shared with Little Egret.
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Whilst observing a male Stonechat, a Whitethroat also came into view. Green
Woodpecker called in the distance and a Hobby screamed past at high speed. Swift
flew overhead and our corvid count included Magpie, Jay, Jackdaw and Carrion Crow.
Other birds of note as we strolled around the reserve included Egyptian Goose, Great
White Egret, Grey Heron, Mute Swan, Shoveler, Kestrel, Greenfinch, Bullfinch, Song
Thrush, Garden Warbler, Blackcap, Willow Warbler, Lesser Whitethroat, Serin,
Nightingale, Common Tern, Greater Black-backed Gull, Lesser Black-backed Gull and
Common Sandpiper.
Butterflies were few and far between but those that did brave the chilling wind
included Orange Tip, Small White and Green Veined White.
At 6.30pm we called it a day and headed for our hotel arriving just after 8pm. En-route
we picked up White Wagtail, Pheasant, Grey Partridge, House Sparrow and Starling.
Our base for the next 2 nights was the Auberge de la Renaissance Hotel in Cucq which
can best be described as basic but comfortable, shabby chic in rural France. It’s run by
the delightful couple Patrick and Marie Makesse, whose hospitality and catering was
excellent. Our pre-booked 2-course dinner turned into a 4-course banquet conjured up
by Marie, while Patrick ensured the wine kept flowing long into the night!
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Sunday 1st May 2016 – Marquenterre Park and Crecy Forest
Sunday began with freshly made coffee and a continental bread-basket breakfast. Patrick
presented flowers to all the ladies within our group – a traditional French May Day
custom. The weather was warm and sunny, 16oC with clear blue skies.

At 8.30am we set off for Marquenterre Ornithological Park picking up Yellow Wagtail,
Curlew and Yellowhammer on the way – the latter of which involved a double rotation of
a roundabout to ensure everyone in the minibus got the chance to see it.
At this point in the trip report it would be fair to acknowledge that the narrow, winding
country lanes and low riding position meant that for our guests the minibus experience
wasn’t great. Luckily this wasn’t a ‘birding from the bus’ holiday as it was purely a means
from getting everyone from A to B, but I’ll certainly be sourcing an alternative minibus on
future trips. At one point we had to stop and let everyone out to get some fresh air!
Back on board we continued to Marquenterre, arriving before the reserve opened at
10am. This gave us plenty of time to successfully track down Crested Tit, Short-toed
Treecreeper and Goldcrest in the trees around the car park, and view our first White
Stork of the day as it flew overhead. White Wagtail perched on the visitor centre roof.

White Wagtail
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Avocet & Black-winged Stilt
We began our walk around this
flagship reserve by scanning
from the panoramic platform.
From here we picked out
Greylag Goose, Spoonbill,
Avocet, Black-winged Stilt,
Oystercatcher, Mediterranean
Gull and Black-headed Gull to
add to our trip list.
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From the panoramic deck we opted to walk around the reserve anti-clockwise (starting at
hide 13) to avoid the crowds of visiting families also out enjoying the spring sunshine.
Hide 13 is know as the Heronry observation hide, a superb wooden cinema-like structure
affording excellent views of a nesting colony of storks, herons, egrets and spoonbills.
From here we marvelled at the bill-clapping White Storks as they greeted each other
returning to their nests, and the gargling and bubbling call of Spoonbill. We were also
able to tell the difference between Little Egret (black bill and yellow feet) and Cattle
Egret (yellow bill and black feet). In the distance a Great Spotted Woodpecker called.
Then out of the undergrowth stormed two adult Wild Boar – right in front of us - trotting
with purpose from one side of the scrub to the other and then trotting back and
disappearing from where they came. For most in the group this was their first ever
sighting of Wild Boar! If that wasn’t enough, souring high above we picked out a pair of
mewing Common Buzzard and a single female Hen Harrier high in the clouds.
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As we continued around the reserve we enjoyed great views of White Stork, Spoonbill,
Common Crane, Whooper Swan, Bullfinch, Garden Warbler, Pochard, Shelduck,
Gadwall, Pintail, Wigeon and Teal. A family of young Coot were being fed by doting
parents, while other birds were courting and mating in preparation for their own
broods. Nightingale, Skylark, Sedge Warbler, Reed Warbler, Garden Warbler,
Blackcap, Willow Warbler and Chiffchaff provided a continuous musical soundtrack as
we enjoyed the spring sunshine. A Peregrine was seen by a few in the group and
everyone got good views of Reed Bunting and Little Grebe.
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White Stork
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White Stork
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Mediterranean Gull
At 1pm we realised we’d already spent
3 amazing hours at Marquenterre but
only managed to take in hides 13, 12,
11 and 10! We headed back to the
visitors centre for our hotel-prepared
picnic lunch in the sunshine.

After lunch we headed to hide 1 to
observe a mixed gull colony which gave
us great views of Mediterranean Gull
sitting on a nest.

Bluethroat

In the hide we got talking to one of the
resident guides who offered to help us
locate Bluethroat – a mega bird for all
and a lifer for most in our group.
This insider help proved a godsend and
within minutes we were observing a
singing male Bluethroat, partially
hidden in the undergrowth but still
showing sufficiently well for everyone
to get great views.
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A Water Rail was heard squealing from
the reeds. Bargain Birding at its best!

The same guide also put us on to a field which produced a Wheatear while Sand Martin
and Whimbrel flew overhead. We thanked and then bid farewell to our impromptu
guide and made our way back to hide 13 for one last view of the heronry. Other birds of
note seen at Marquenterre included Mistle Thrush, Rook, Linnet and Meadow Pipit.
At 4.30pm we left Marquenterre and travelled the short distance to Crecy Forest. The
open forest edges flourished with Ramsoms, Bluebell, Wood Anemone, Greater
Stitchwort, Cuckoo Flower and Lesser Celandine. These flowers in turn attracted
Orange Tip, Brimstone, Small White, Speckled Wood and Map butterflies.
As far as birds seen at Crecy Forest, we added Nuthatch to our trip list and a Tawny
Owl called in the distance. Simon played the calls of both Black Woodpecker and
Middle Spotted Woodpecker and although we thought we heard both species return
their respective calls we couldn’t be sure so put them both down as near misses.
On the drive back to our hotel a Cuckoo perched on a fence but we couldn’t stop for
better views due to a police car following behind us with no space to overtake. Dinner
was once again wonderfully prepared by Marie and washed down with slightly less wine
than the previous night. Most guests consequently turned to their beds early.
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Bluethroat
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Monday 2nd May 2016 – Mont Saint-Frieux and Platier d’Oye
After breakfast and checking out at 8.30am, we were
wished ‘bon voyage’ by Patrick and Marie as a Black
Redstart perched on the roof of their hotel. We drove
the short distance to the beach near Mont Saint-Frieux
to scan for gulls and waders. Alas the only birds present
on the beach were Cormorant, Lesser Black-backed Gull
and Herring Gull. In the sand dune covered scrub a
Nightingale sang but remained hidden, a Turtle Dove
perched briefly in a tree, and Bullfinch and Whitethroat
sought protection from the cold wind.

Firecrest
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Black
Redstart
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At 9.30am we set off on the woodland walk
though Mont Saint-Frieux Forest. The song of
Nightingale,
Blackcap,
Wren,
Dunnock,
Blackbird, Song Thrush and Chaffinch filled the
air. A Great Spotted Woodpecker gave fleeting
views, Common Buzzard mewed as it flew
overhead, and a Cuckoo called repeatedly but
remained out of sight.
Suddenly Simon picked up the high-pitched
call of Firecrest and, on playing its call, the
bird approached with great curiosity and no
fear affording everyone with excellent views.

All around the forest there were many fresh feeding
signs of Black Woodpecker which strips bark from tree
trunks and turns rotting wood into splinters in its search
for grubs and insects. On playing its call using Simon’s
app we did detect a distant bird calling back … or of
course it could have been another birding playing their
own app in search of the same quarry! With no visible
confirmation this goes down as another BW near miss.

Song Thrush

In the open moss-covered heath we spotted a male
Yellowhammer singing from a bush but dipped on both
Tree Pipit and Woodlark. The weather started to close
in on us turning grey and wet so we took this as our cue
to head back to the minibus for lunch. On the way down
Mont Saint-Frieux a lucky few in the group spotted Red
Squirrel. From the car park everyone marvelled at the
varied repertoire of an enthusiastic Song Thrush.
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Mont Saint-Frieux Heath
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At 12.30pm we set off to Platier d’Oye, which is only 20 mins from the Euro Tunnel
terminal at Calais. From the hide overlooking the flooded meadow we added
Greenshank, Little Ringed Plover, Siskin and Canada Goose to our trip list. Other birds
of note included Spoonbill, Yellow Wagtail, Lapwing, Common Sandpiper and Avocet.
We took the boardwalk heading west of the hide which overlooked grazing pasture. Sian
declared this was ideal habitat for Ring Ouzel and as if by magic a glorious male
appeared! Now that’s Bargain Birding! In the same field a small flock of Whimbrel probed
for food and a late-staying Fieldfare provided another surprise bonus bird.

Ring Ouzel
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Platier d’Oye
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Craving a coffee-fix we headed to the small town
of Oye Plage and then suitably refreshed we
headed to the nearby reserve in the hope of a
grand finale. We weren’t disappointed.
Amongst the Sandwich Tern colony we also
spotted five Spoonbills, a large flock of Avocet,
our first Redshank and a Barnacle Goose … and
then our grand finale … two Black-necked
Grebes. Trevor celebrated the occasion from the
hide with an appropriate ‘victory’ gesture!
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Black-necked Grebe
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Sandwich Tern colony at Oye Plage
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BUTTERFLIES
Small White

Green-veined White
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NOTABLE WILD FLOWERS
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Bluebell
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Water Violets

Gypsywort
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MAMMALS
Wild Boar

Red Squirrel

Rabbit

Hare

All photos in this report were taken on this trip by Richard Hanman and Mike Maloney.
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A thank you from me:

With 118 birds in 3 days, including some great ‘lifers’ for many, I’ll end this trip report
by saying a massive thank you to our wildlife expert Simon Ginnaw. Your enthusiasm,
knowledge and passion for all things wild is infectious and you add an extra dimension
to our trips. Here’s looking forward to securing your services again on future BBC tours.
‘Merci beaucoup’ must also go to Patrick and Marie Makesse at Auberge de la
Renaissance for your hospitality and great food and wine. We would certainly look to
book again with you the next time ‘Bargain Birding Club’ comes to France.
To Edward Towne, your fluent French certainly helped ensure everyone got what they
wanted for dinner, cooked the way they wanted it and ensured the wine kept flowing.

Finally, I must also say a big thank you to all ‘Bargain Birders’, young and old, new
friends and familiar faces. Without your continued loyal support we wouldn’t have a
club and I hope to welcome you all again on future trips. As always, your patience,
feedback, resilience and kind comments are heart-warming and spur me on to continue
to arrange value for money bird watching trips for birders on a budget. Minibus aside, I
hope you enjoyed the trip and we look forward to making you and your friends feel
welcome and looked after in the not too distant future. (Richard Hanman, BBC).
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Guest feedback and their personal highlights:
“Hi Richard, Hope you’ve recovered from the weekend and enjoyed it as much as we all did
although it was a lot of hard work for you! It was great to catch up with everyone and, especially
so, when we saw so many good birds. They are a great crowd. I still cannot get my head round
how the French get so many good birds when they’re only a mere thirty or so miles away but
they are obviously doing something right – probably not all the concrete and chemicals that we
use. Sorry I wasn’t too bright on Sunday but my hay fever has been really bad this year. Well
done on all your choices of reserves and the hotel was absolutely excellent value. They were
such a lovely couple. I can’t believe how quickly the time went and the exercise certainly did me
good! Please can you put me down for next year as I’d love to go again and would go with Simon
next weekend if I wasn’t away. If you go twice next year I would prefer the later one please as
the birds might be different and the Orioles might be back although truthfully I’ll settle for
any. Thanks again for all you do for us and please don’t forget how much we all appreciate it! I
did spend some time trying to persuade Simon he needed to come to Spain but of course it
depends on other things. Enjoy Ireland and thank you so much for the excellent weekend”.
(Jean Howland, BBC regular guest).
“Hi Richard, Just to let you know my total bird list for the trip was 108 - these were all seen. As
a down side the mini bus was a bit claustrophobic as I think you are aware but that aside many
thanks for a wonderful trip. BBC again excelled in my expectations to see great birds. With five
lifers I couldn't ask for more. Seeing the Bluethroat and Ring Ouzel was the icing on the cake for
me!! I found the group good fun to be with, plenty banter made the whole trip a pleasure. Hotel
was good with excellent food. I look forward to the next trip soon”. (Peter Saville).
“Hi Richard, Thanks again for organising a great week end, We thoroughly enjoyed it”.
(Sue and Grahame Mills, first time ‘Bargain Birders’).
“Hi Richard. Lovely to meet you too and thank you for a fabulous fun trip (with the exception of
the minibus which was exceedingly horrid, dark and cramped!!) I confirm that I would like to
come on the Norfolk trip”. (Sian Borley, first time ‘Bargain Birder’).
“Hi Richard. Should have emailed sooner but recovering from the trip took time! I had a great
time, great wildlife areas, plenty of quality birds and the ‘auberge’ was perfect for our needs.
Well done, thank you for such a good trip. Hope to make it at least an annual event with you”.
(Dorothy Taylor, first time ‘Bargain Birder’).
“May I start by thanking you for a very well organised trip, and your pragmatic abilities to rearrange schedules to make sure everybody got the most out of it. I totally agree with your
comments about the minibus, which no doubt you will change for the next time. Maybe a little
bit more legroom would be helpful? The accommodation was okay and the rooms compact shall
we say. I had forgotten about the copious amounts of wine we drank. Both hosts were very nice
and I believe for the price paid a jolly good choice. Please do keep me informed of future trips”.
(Mike Maloney).
“As ever really enjoyed it, well organised with nothing to think about but enjoying the birds.
Well planned and guided with great birds, lovely guests and enjoyable food. Looking forward to
catching another trip within the year”. (Tom Clarke, regular BBC guest).
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Bargain Birders enjoying the sunshine
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